The main criterion in duration modeling is to model the duration pattern of the natural speech, considering various features that affect the pattern. Proper estimation of segmental durations plays a vital role in natural sounding text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis. The primary reason for choosing the syllable as a basic unit is that the Indian languages are syllable centered. This paper presents a novel text processing and a syllable based data driven modelling of segmental duration for Hindi, using feed forward neural networks. The effectiveness of the system is demonstrated by synthesizing natural sounding speech for Hindi, national language of India.
Introduction
The TTS system is intended to convert an arbitrary input text to corresponding natural sounding speech in a more intelligible way. The two main components of a TTS system are text processing and speech generation. The function of the text processing component is to generate appropriate sequence of phonemic units.
These phonemic units are realized by the speech generation component either by synthesis from parameters or by selection of units from a large speech corpus. For natural sounding speech synthesis, it is essential that the text processing component produces an appropriate sequence of phonemic units corresponding to an arbitrary input text 1 .
Computation of correct segmental durations is vital for natural sounding text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis. Variation in segmental duration is a key to the identity of a speech sound and helps to segment a continuous flow of sounds into words and phrases thereby increasing the naturalness and intelligibility 2 .
The duration models are generally grouped into rule-based models and corpus based. The main difference between rule-based and statistical models is that a rule-based model can be built on relatively less speech data. Rule based methods involve manual analysis of segment durations. The derived rules get better in terms of accuracy, as the amount of speech data for analysis is increased. But with large amount of data the process of manually deriving the rules becomes tedious and time consuming. Hence, rule-based methods are limited to small amount of data. Also, this method depends on linguistic and phonetic literature about the factors that affect duration of the units (segments, syllables or phones). The complex interaction among the linguistic features at various levels makes the rule based methods more difficult to analyse and implement. Statistical data-driven methods are attractive when compared to rule based methods. This method works when large phonetically rich sentences are present in the corpora and is based on either parametric or non-parametric model that uses probability or likelihood functions 2 .
One of the early attempts for developing rule-based duration models was in 1970s 4 . The model was based on information present in linguistic and phonetic literature about different factors affecting segmental durations. The rules were derived by analysing a set of phonetically balanced sentences. Following this model, similar models were developed for other languages like French 5 and Mandarin 6 . Of late, a corpus based duration model has been developed for Hindi (the Indian national language) TTS system 2, 3 .
This paper intends to design a duration modelled Hindi TTS system considering position of syllable in a word using data-driven method. The syllable is used as a unit in this work as it captures the co-articulation effects and it is also a convenient unit for speech in Indian languages. The syllable used is of the form V and CV. This paper is organized as follows: The section 2 provides the information about the Hindi language. Section 3 describes the developed duration and speech database. Section 4 presents the Methodology. Section 5 depicts the results and discussion, and as a final point section 6 concludes and remarks about some of the future aspects.
Overview of Hindi Language
Hindi, the national language of India, spoken by 33 percent of the population has 33 consonants and 13 vowels. Hindi language is having one to one correspondence with the spoken language and the written form. The phonemes are divided into two types: vowels (swaras) and consonants (vyanjanas). Vowels (Swaras): Vowels are the independently existing letters which are called swaras and the sound of Vowels cannot be modified. Consonants (Vyanjanas): Consonants are those which depend on vowels to form their independent letter. Consonants sound can be modified by combining vowels with consonants 7 . For this reason Hindi language is phonemic in nature. Amalgamation of vowels with consonants will form a syllable and it is also called as "Baraha Khadi".
Duration Database and Speech Database Building
During the process of speech synthesis the required speech units are fetched from the database, concatenated and further processed using a suitable algorithm. Hence creating an error free database considering syllable as a basic unit is of greatest importance. In order to carry out this task, a set of about 1540 words were collected from standard Hindi to English dictionary 11 .
Later speech recording was done using the utility software for windows operating system called Praat 10 . The syllables were recorded with a sampling frequency of 16 kHz and represented using 16-bits. The pitch and formant frequency of the syllable fluctuate with position of the syllable in uttered speech. Consequently the syllable level speech database is generated for all the possible position of occurrences. The syllable can befall at three possible positions.
Beginning of the word (Start)
Between the two syllables (Middle) At the end of the word (End)
To get natural sounding synthesized speech, each syllable was extracted from a word containing syllables. Three words were selected such that, they contained the required syllable in the said three positions. Then the necessary syllables were extracted from the particular positions using Praat tool and stored in directories named start, middle and end with a unique numerical value for each based on the corresponding Unicode 7 . For the development of duration database based on the position of the word, seven samples of speech utterances of a particular word were considered. This provides the information of duration of each syllable in seconds. The seven duration samples of each syllable with respect to its position in a word is shown in Fig. 1. (a) to Fig. 1. (c) . A similar procedure was adopted for the remaining syllables. 
Methodology
This section covers in brief the steps involved in building the proposed TTS system and rules applied during preprocessing of the input text. The functional flow of duration modelling in TTS system using neural networks is depicted in Fig. 2 .
Text processing unit acts as the front end of the TTS system. Orthographic text provided as input, is converted to the respective Unicode and then to its equivalent decimal value and is stored in a text file. This decimal output is used as input to neural network. Speech corpus consists of syllable level speech database that is segmented and labelled based on text processing output. Neural network block consists of set of duration data and the target data that are trained for accurate duration output. The duration database is prepared based on the position of the syllable in a word i.e., starting syllable, middle syllable and end syllable.
The algorithm fetches the decimal output one after the other and matches each time with the duration database. Then the data processing takes place in the neural network block and the corresponding speech files fetched from speech corpus are concatenated. 
Text Processing
The steps involved in pre-processing the orthographic input text is shown in Fig. 3 . Text processing is the first and foremost step involved in developing TTS system. The main intention of this stage is to convert the input text into its equivalent Unicode and later it is mapped to a unique decimal code. The Hindi symbols and alphabets are congregated into diverse classes as revealed in Fig. 4 . (a) to Fig. 4 . (f). Based on the above assumptions an algorithm is developed using .NET programming language. location. In the next block, transliteration output is mapped with already stored Unicode, character by character and the corresponding hexadecimal values of the characters are obtained. The mapped Unicode is then converted to its corresponding decimal equivalent. Far ahead decimal values are padded with digits to differentiate amid dependent and independent consonants. Finally, the padded outputs are stored in a text file.
To resolve the ambiguities present in understanding Hindi alphabets, consonants and vowels are grouped into different classes and programmed as illustrated in Fig. 4. (a) and Fig. 4. (b) . The program reads the entered text, character by character and generates the modified Unicode as the output. The algorithm for this as follows.
Algorithm for text processing
Step1. Check whether the user has entered the valid input text or not, by computing the length of the entered text.
Step2. If the entered text length is zero, it means no text has been entered. Otherwise calculate the total length of the entered text.
Step3. Split the entered text into sentences and sentences into words by spotting spaces present between every word in a sentence.
Step4. Store segmented words in memory for further analysis. Map each stored word with an array element which encompasses "English transliteration codes" of Hindi language.
Step5. Store the transliterated output in a separate file.
Step6. Read the warehoused result character by character, and check whether the character belongs to the vowel (V) group or the consonant (C) group.
Step7. If the read character is a vowel then its Unicode is directly mapped from the vowel group depicted in Fig. 4. (a) e.g., if the read character is अ, its decimal code is 2309 and this is padded with two zeroes directly. The modified decimal code will be 230900.
Step8. If the read character is a consonant then check the subsequent character and if that also is a consonant then map the previous consonant directly as in Fig. 4. (b) e.g., if the character read is ण, its decimal code is 2339, and if the next character read is also a consonant then the decimal code remains as 2339 itself.
Step9. If the read character is a consonant then check the subsequent character and if that is a dependent vowel sign as in Fig. 4. (c) then the decimal code of the consonant is padded with corresponding two digit values as in Fig. 4. (d) e.g., if the read character is , then it is divided into र whose decimal code is 2352 and ◌ु whose code is 2370.
The padding value for this combination as obtained from Fig. 4. (d) is 04. Consequently the Unicode becomes 235204.
Step10. If the read character is a special character or a number then the decimal code is directly mapped as in Fig. 4 . (e) and Fig. 4. (f) respectively.
Step11. Repeat the above steps until the end of the text is reached. The resulting modified decimal codes are used for further processing.
The output of the proposed algorithm for the entered text अ ण and अ णकु मार are as follows: If the entered word is अ ण then its modified decimal code output will be 230900 235204 2339, the presence of spaces between each Unicode helps us to differentiate the individual characters in the entered word. If the entered sentence is अ णकु मार then its modified decimal code output will be 230900 235204 2339 101010 232501 2350 2352. Decimal code 101010 acts as a space between two words and is used to differentiate two words during sentence formation.
Neural Network Architecture
In order to capture the relationship between input and output vectors Feed forward neural networks (FFNN) are used 8, 9 . For modelling syllable durations, a four layer feed forward neural network is employed.
The first layer is the input layer consisting of linear elements, followed by, second and third layers which are hidden layers. The second layer (first hidden layer) of the network has more units than the input layer, and is meant to capture some local features in the input space. The third layer (second hidden layer) has fewer units than the first layer and is meant to capture some global features 8, 9 . The fourth layer is the output layer having one unit representing the syllable duration. The learning algorithm used for adjusting the weights of the network is standard back propagation algorithm to minimize the mean squared error for each syllable duration 9 .
Neural Networks Algorithm:
The algorithm developed for duration modelling using neural networks is the furtherance of text processing algorithm. It consists of an algorithm which accepts text file generated by text processing algorithm as input and gives concatenated duration modelled speech as output. Based on text processing result algorithm detects the speech file present in speech database and concatenates the individual speech files and as a result outputs the concatenated speech. Fig. 5 . gives the step by step flow of the duration modelling using neural networks.
Algorithm for duration modelled speech synthesis
The text file generated during text processing process is directly imported to MATLAB path. Once the text file is available on MATLAB path the code reads the text file and computes the length of that text file. After calculating the length of the text file the algorithm first checks whether user entered a word or sentence by detecting number of spaces present in entered text. The space is identified by a decimal value 101010, and if a space is present in the entered text, then it will be considered as a sentence. The positions of 101010 are stored in a text file. Here each syllable is trained for the accurate duration by setting the target and speech data is fetched according to the trained output. At the output end, each syllable is concatenated according to the text entered by checking the space and results with concatenated speech as output. Later the text file is read to detect the length of each word present in a sentence.
Fig. 5. Flow chart of neural network design
Step1.If the identified word length is 1, then the algorithm compares the text file output with front duration database and trains with these target data and maps with the corresponding speech file with respect to the trained output.
Step2.If word length is 2, then the algorithm compares the text file output with front duration database and back duration database respectively and trains with the set target data, in turn mapping with the corresponding speech file with respect to the trained output.
Step3.If word length is 3, then the algorithm compares the text file output with front, mid and back duration database and trains with the set target data and maps with the corresponding speech file with respect to the trained output.
Step4.If word length is greater than 3 then algorithm displays a message 'Limit exceeded'.
The above mentioned steps are repeated for the whole text. Finally the concatenated speech signal is passed through a silence removal algorithm to eliminate the delay present between each concatenation point. Here 6630 samples of data are selected for training and remaining 2652 samples are selected for testing purpose.
Results and Discussion
The results of this work is evaluated to check the naturalness of the synthesized speech on the two sets of developed databases, one considering syllable position (DB1) with duration variation and the other without considering the duration variation of the syllable (DB2). To verify the naturalness of the synthesized speech obtained from these two databases Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is taken from various listeners.
Mean opinion score is the arithmetic mean of all the individual scores and it gives the numerical indication of the perceived audio quality. To check the naturalness of the speech a listeners test have been conducted to evaluate the results of the proposed technique. The algorithm is tested on both the databases DB1 and DB2 in order to compare the results. Ten listeners were asked to rate the quality of the speech synthesized using the proposed technique for both the databases. Each listener were asked to rate on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 represents the lowest perceived audio quality, while 5 represents the highest perceived audio quality. Table. 1. depicts the comparison of the proposed technique with the already existing ones. It is apparent from the Table. 1. that the performance of the proposed algorithm is better for DB1 as compared to DB2 and also the proposed method is more efficient than the existing ones. This indicates that the speech database developed with duration modelling using neural networks accounts to the natural speech. 
Conclusion
The data driven syllable based duration modelling for Hindi language is presented. A novel text processing algorithm has been implemented using .NET tool and the duration modelling using neural networks is developed using MATLAB programming. A four layered feed forward neural networks trained with a back propagation algorithm is followed. The model is subjectively evaluated by computing the Mean Opinion score. The naturalness of speech output between DB1 built considering position of syllable with duration variation and DB2 built without considering syllable duration variation is validated. Mean opinion score (MOS) is taken from 10 listeners for each word synthesized. The average MOS obtained for DB1 is 4.5 and for DB2 it is 3.5. Hence from the average MOS we can conclude that, TTS system developed using DB1 with duration modeling will give better quality speech output without any spectral discontinuity compared to TTS system developed using database DB2 output. The performance of the proposed system can be improved through increasing the size of the database.
